
Movian - Bug #3342
Hopping between Youtube Livestreams gives out of memory errors 
12/27/2017 06:23 PM - Rob Koni

Status: New Start date: 12/27/2017
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: 5.0.494 Platform: PS3
Description

02:07:41.378: notify          [INFO ]:Unable to open Cell codec. Unable to allocate 54157309 bytes of RAM

It streams though but is unable to free up memory it seems. Log is attached.

Streams are both in 720P, switching is done via the Movian Remote app on Android

History
#1 - 01/01/2018 07:20 PM - Bloody Face

Rob Koni wrote:

02:07:41.378: notify          [INFO ]:Unable to open Cell codec. Unable to allocate 54157309 bytes of RAM

It streams though but is unable to free up memory it seems. Log is attached.

Streams are both in 720P, switching is done via the Movian Remote app on Android

we have the same issues and I tested many version of movian in 2 different ps3 (fat vs Slim , CFW Habib vs Ferrox , US Ps3 vs Fr ps3 )
this issue appear all the time, we have to play video less than 720p if you dont want this issue

all my tv online channels works fine if less that 720p like bein sport HD 720x576 ; I notice although 960x540 can show "slow to decode" 
i wonder if video that has resolution more than 720 for width and more than 720 for height are the most able to give this issue

we need to figure out how the cell can be open like mentionned Dean K. because for him it is opened

#2 - 01/02/2018 02:03 AM - Rob Koni

Bloody Face wrote:

Rob Koni wrote:

02:07:41.378: notify          [INFO ]:Unable to open Cell codec. Unable to allocate 54157309 bytes of RAM

It streams though but is unable to free up memory it seems. Log is attached.

Streams are both in 720P, switching is done via the Movian Remote app on Android

we have the same issues and I tested many version of movian in 2 different ps3 (fat vs Slim , CFW Habib vs Ferrox , US Ps3 vs Fr ps3 )
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this issue appear all the time, we have to play video less than 720p if you dont want this issue

all my tv online channels works fine if less that 720p like bein sport HD 720x576 ; I notice although 960x540 can show "slow to decode" 
i wonder if video that has resolution more than 720 for width and more than 720 for height are the most able to give this issue

we need to figure out how the cell can be open like mentionned Dean K. because for him it is opened

It is VERY easy to replicate this problem.

Just play this Youtube Livestream

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqqAFoe8Sms

and right afterwards this one:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMQFsNqGavU

And you get the our of RAM issue. Fresh start of Movian, no plugins installed apart from Youtube.

#3 - 01/02/2018 02:07 AM - Rob Koni
- File movian-0.log added

Another logfile

#4 - 01/02/2018 09:31 AM - Bloody Face

Rob Koni wrote:

Another logfile

Maybe bookmark the youtube video and see if it opens the cell to give access to movian the direct link to the video because for me bookmarked tv
channels open the cell.

Tell me if it works please

#5 - 01/02/2018 09:51 PM - Rob Koni

Bloody Face wrote:

Rob Koni wrote:

Another logfile

Maybe bookmark the youtube video and see if it opens the cell to give access to movian the direct link to the video because for me bookmarked tv
channels open the cell.

Tell me if it works please
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How to bookmark things you enter via WEBUI?

Files
movian-0.log 12.1 MB 12/27/2017 Rob Koni
movian-0.log 164 KB 01/02/2018 Rob Koni
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